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ABSTRACT
The reversed-field pinch (RFP) can spontaneously transition from an axisymmetric magnetic topology to a 3D-helical geometry.
n instabilities, tearing mode induced stochasInvestigations on fast ion transport associated with energetic particle driven Alfve
n conticity, and neoclassical effects have been performed on the Madison Symmetric Torus. STELLGAP produced shear-Alfve
nic bursting activity as a direct
tinua seeded with V3FIT 3D-equilibrium reconstructions describe the response of Alfve
consequence of the equilibrium change on the fast ion resonance. Far infrared interferometry resolved electron density perturbations associated with the bursts provide a spatial measurement of the mode structure and support the reconstructions. The
bursts produce no global resonant fast ion transport; however, their disappearance at a high core-resonant amplitude implies
other transport mechanisms at play. Neutral particle analysis and neutron signals suggest fast ion losses at sufficient core tearing
nic activity. The guiding-center code ORBIT corroborates rapid fast ion loss times in
mode strength, supporting the lack of Alfve
the helical state largely as a consequence of remnant tearing modes. Additionally, ORBIT simulations demonstrate little neoclassical enhancement of particle transport. While superbanana orbits may exist, the growth in the core-resonant fast ion island and
the associated secondary mode overlap govern the largest transport process, leading to robust fast ion losses in the 3D-RFP.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5084059

I. INTRODUCTION
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 106 , the reversed-field pinch transitions from a

2D-axisymmetric equilibrium to a 3D-helical equilibrium known
as quasi-single helicity (QSH). A helical axis forms when the
innermost resonant tearing mode grows and envelops the magnetic axis, while the secondary modes maintain, or decrease,
their amplitudes. Typically, a broad spectrum of m ¼ 1 poloidal
tearing modes govern reversed-field pinch (RFP) plasmas as a
direct consequence of the RFP’s relatively low safety factor
(q < 1). Therefore, the standard RFP may be denoted as a multiple
helicity (MH) state. In the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST), plasmas transition to the QSH state in non-reversed discharges [q(a)
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¼ 0] at a modest Ip (>350 kA) and low density
 e < 0:5  1013 cm3 ) with m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5 as the dominant pertur(n
bation. Thus, a 5-fold toroidal periodicity defines the helical
P
~2
b
equilibrium. The spectral index, Ns ¼ ½ n ðP n ~ 2 Þ2 1 , provides a
n

bn

~ n denotes
useful parameter to help identify this state, where b
the tearing mode amplitudes and Ns ⱗ 1:2 represents the QSH
state. Depending on the plasma conditions, QSH plasmas in MST
~

b5
 5%–8% with the secondary tearing mode amplisaturate at jBj

tudes in total around 0.5%–2%.
Prior research has shown that thermal particles experience
enhanced confinement in the helical RFP.1–4 This presents a possible avenue for a new magnetic confinement fusion scheme.5
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Little attention has been placed on the fast particle content,
however, equally critical for fusion. Therefore, the behavior of
fast ions in the QSH state poses a critical question for the helical
RFP’s fusion relevance and mandates a comprehensive experimental and computational investigation.
The neutral beam injector (NBI) on MST is oriented tangentially, producing core-localized, high-pitch, 25 keV hydrogen or
deuterium ions for analysis. The NBI deposited fast ions in MST
mimic alpha particles in a burning reactor and act as a testbed
for energetic particle physics in the 3D-RFP.6 In comparison to
alpha particles in a RFP-like reactor, MST’s NBI born ions possess
a similar gyroradius relative to the device size ðqfi =a  0:1),
nic speed
superthermal speed ðvfi =vth  13Þ, and superalfve
ðvfi =vA > 1Þ but form a localized pitch-angle distribution due to
the injection geometry in comparison to alpha particles’ isotropic
distribution.7 The MST device (R0 ¼ 1.5 m and a ¼ 0.5 m) produces
deuterium RFP plasmas with total current Ip ¼ 200–600 kA, central field strength jBj ¼ 0:2  0:5 T, and confined electron temperature Te ð0Þ ¼ 200  2000 eV.
In the axisymmetric RFP, fast ions are well confined due to
substantial in-surface guiding-center drifts that allow the particle to ignore tearing mode induced magnetic stochasticity.8 The
fast ions obtain classical confinement with weak slowing collisions on the electrons. Neoclassical effects, such as banana
orbits, are non-existent in the standard RFP in part due to that
the RFP’s relatively weak magnetic field results in a fast ion
Larmor radius larger than the banana width ðrL  Db Þ.
Conversely, when considering contours of mod B, the helical RFP bears similarities to both unoptimized stellarators and
tokamak field ripples which are prone to neoclassical effects.9–13
One may therefore expect that the RFP’s helical perturbation
will result in similarly strong fast ion transport. The break in /symmetry leads to the non-conservation of the toroidal canonical angular momentum given by
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unoptimized stellarator, fast ions largely lack the superbanana
regime of the neoclassical transport theory due to the RFP
guiding-center drifts. This paper aims to explain the dominant
fast ion transport mechanisms so as to better understand and
mitigate the observed losses.

 MODE INDUCED TRANSPORT
II. ALFVEN

(1)

MST’s NBI produces enough fast ion pressure to excite
n instabilities.18 These instabilities occur at a resonance
Alfve
n continuum, x ¼ kk vA , with the drive supwith the shear-Alfve
plied from the energetic particle population.19 In the standard
RFP, these instabilities typically present themselves in a periodic
bursting nature at a constant frequency. With the transition to
the 3D-equilibrium marked by the growth in the dominant n ¼ 5
tearing mode amplitude, however, the energetic particle driven
n continuum
bursts on the associated n ¼ 5 branch of the Alfve
rise in frequency. An example spectrogram of the observed
nic activity coupled with tearing mode amplitudes is shown
Alfve
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) with the n ¼ 5 mode velocity in part (c). A
strong relationship between burst frequency and normalized
core-tearing mode amplitude is presented in part (d) for a given
beam species. Figure 1 presents some interesting observations:
the well-established connection between burst frequency and
core-resonant amplitude, the appearance of two frequency
branches for deuterium fueled NBI, and the cessation of bursts
at a correspondingly high amplitude.
An 11-chord Far infrared (FIR) interferometry system on
n instabilities
MST provides spatial measurements of the Alfve
through correlations between electron density perturbations
associated with the wave induced magnetic fluctuations.21,22
The spectral coherence between the density and magnetic fluctuations is given by
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u jhF ~ F n~ ij2
b
;
(2)
c¼t
hjF b~ j2 ihjF n~ j2 i

where wp represents the poloidal flux and V/ the toroidal velocity. In tokamaks and stellarators, the loss of toroidal symmetry
allows secondary particle trapping, where superbanana orbits
may undergo strong radial drifts and drive rapid particle
losses.14,15 Research on thermal particles in the RFP’s helical ripple failed to observe unoptimized stellarator-like losses.16 The
superbanana regime only became significant at experimentally
unobtainable perturbation levels. Thus, at the first glance, the
investigation of fast ions in the QSH state necessitates the
examination of any neoclassical transport effects. As will be disnic activity and tearcussed, the transport associated with Alfve
ing modes also warrants exploration, with the latter mechanism
proving central to fast ion losses.
This work provides an analysis of fast ion transport in the
helical RFP device. Our experimental measurements, corroborated by numerical simulations, demonstrate that fast ions
undergo drastic losses in the transition to the 3D-equilibrium.
Our results suggest that the role of secondary tearing modes
supersedes that of neoclassical effects, while resonant mode
transport is absent.17 Although the toroidal symmetry breaking
of the dominant n ¼ 5 helical perturbation resembles that of an

FIG. 1. (a.) Spectrogram produced from edge magnetic coils showing the m ¼ 1,
n ¼ 5 bursting activity where the dashed vertical lines mark the NBI turn on and off
(b.) Dominant (m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5) and secondary (m ¼ 1, n ¼ 6–7 and m ¼ 0, n ¼ 4) tearing mode amplitudes (c) n ¼ 5 phase velocity (d) Relationship between normalized
core-tearing mode amplitude and burst frequency for hydrogen and deuterium fueled
NBI. [Associate Dataset available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).

p/ ¼ mRV/ þ ewp ;
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FIG. 2. The spectral coherence between electron density perturbations and magnetic ﬂuctuations from deuterium driven Alfven instabilities (a)–(c) and hydrogen driven (d)–(f).
The coherences are normalized relative to their maxima of cD ¼ 0.25 and cH ¼ 0.32. Looking from left to right, the associated bursts are ensembled according to the normalized core-resonant amplitudes of: <2.5%, 2.5%–5%, and >5%, respectively. The dashed-vertical lines represent the FIR chords. [Associate Dataset available at: https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).

where F represents the associated Fourier transform and h i
nic bursts. Figure 2
denotes an ensemble average over the Alfve
presents the spectral coherence for hydrogen and deuterium
injected fast ions in three topologies: the MH state, a transitional
state, and the QSH state. Again, the observed rise in burst frequency clearly presents itself, and the deuterium driven bursts
display distinct structures for the observed low and high frequency branches. Additionally, the coherence structures
undergo an outward, radial shift indicative of a strong fast ion
population in the newly forming helical axis.
n continuum was calculated with the
The shear-Alfve
STELLGAP code across a variety of helical perturbation strengths
utilizing three dimensional equilibria created with the V3FIT

reconstruction code.23–25 Figure 3 displays the resultant q-profiles
n continua. As the topology transitions from the MH
and n ¼ 5 Alfve
to QSH regime, the q-profile becomes non-monotonic and shrinks.
n continuum responds with a branch that forms a local
The Alfve
minimum that rises with the corresponding change in q. Mapping
nic
the FIR measurements onto the STELLGAP continua, the Alfve
modes first occur near the core then shift to around 0.2 in units of
normalized poloidal flux. The evolving 3D-equilibrium alters the
n continuum in such a manner so as to preserve the energetic
Alfve
particle distribution near the core. With the NBI deposition being
the strongest in the core, the fast ion spatial gradient and resonance allow the bursts to up-shift in frequency and maintain a
region for instability growth throughout the topological evolution.

FIG. 3. (a)–(e) Shear-Alfven continua produced from the code STELLGAP and their associated q-proﬁles (f)–(j) from V3FIT reconstructions. Looking from left to right, the normalized core-resonant strengths are: 1.7%, 3.2%, 4.2%, 5.2%, and 6.2%, respectively. (a) and (f) Denote a standard MH RFP while all others represent varying strengths of
QSH. The regions highlighted in green identify the mapped NBI deposition and measured FIR resonance locations. [Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).
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n continua strongly suggest the
The minima in the Alfve
possibility of discrete gap modes such as GAEs, RSAEs, or even
low frequency BAEs.19 With reference to the observed branches
in Fig. 1(d), the continua
establish regions of near zero
 minima

n modes may then present

0
.
Alfv
e
continuum damping dx
dr
themselves at varying frequencies so long as the fast ion resonance is satisfied. For fixed beam energy, the higher velocity
hydrogen ions are theorized to resonate less efficiently with the
low frequency modes compared to the slower deuterium ions.
With regard to fast ion transport, although the bursts result
in a localized re-distribution of the fast ions, they have little
observed effect on the global particle content. Neutron flux
measurement ensembles confirm this and show no marked difference in the presence of energetic particle instabilities. Figure
4 shows that the bursting modes themselves do not cause a significant change in the global neutron flux at less than the 1%
level. The redistribution of the fast ions associated with the
bursting events is localized to the core, conserving the overall
volume integration of the particle content.26 Indeed, the bursting nature of the destabilized modes follows predator-prey
relaxation oscillations characteristic of localized fast ion transport.22 The absence of bursts at a high core-resonant mode
amplitude shown in Fig. 1(a) suggests a lack of drive from the fast
ion distribution, hinting at fast ion losses. The neutron flux
ensembles, however, demonstrate that the bursting AEs produce negligible losses. These results hold true regardless of the
strength of the helical perturbation as well. Thus, even though
one may infer information about the evolving helical equilibrium
n modes,
from the response of the energetic particle driven Alfve
the modes themselves result in no substantial particle transport.
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The response of the fast ion content throughout the transitioning equilibrium was monitored with neutron flux measurements produced from DD-fusion events. The neutron signals
support the notion of fast ion losses in the QSH state as

mentioned in Sec. II. Figure 5(a) displays the normalized rate of
change of the global neutron flux as a function of the tearing
mode amplitudes. One finds that the fast ion driven neutron flux
decreases with the large core-resonant mode and weak secondary mode amplitudes. Interestingly, the neutron flux experiences a more rapid decrease in the presence of secondary tearing
modes in the QSH regime compared to the MH, depicted in Fig.
5(b). This suggests that the remnant tearing modes might play a
more important role in the helical RFP than the standard RFP.
Similarly, neutral particle analysis measurements resulting
from fast ion charge-exchange losses decrease during the helical state.6 Both tangential and radial lines of the site show distinct decreases with the growth in the n ¼ 5 core-resonant
mode amplitude. The neutral particle analyzer signal is a lineaveraged measurement highly sensitive to particle pitch and
neutral density. This makes for a difficult interpretation of the
signal in the helical RFP. In comparison to the neutron signals,
no strong dependence on secondary tearing modes has been
observed. It is worth mentioning that as the n ¼ 5 mode amplitude grows, eddy-currents in the MST’s conducting shell provide a torque which slow and lock the plasma to the wall at a
fixed phase.27 Externally applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) aid in locking and allow for experimental phase
control of the helical core for preferential diagnostic viewing.28
Of note, no fast ion measurements were found to have any associated phase dependence. This is likely a result of the injection
geometry of MST’s NBI depositing fast ions across a full helical
period, averaging over any phase dependence.
The direct measurement of the global fast ion confinement
time, sfi, was obtained on MST with the beam-blip technique via
the associated neutron flux decay.29 The confinement time
measurements confirm fast ion loss during the transition to
QSH and reveal the importance of the secondary tearing modes.
The results are plotted as a function of normalized coreresonant amplitude in Fig. 6(a). Fast ion loss times found from
the Hamiltonian guiding-center particle tracking code ORBIT in

FIG. 4. Normalized change in global neutron ﬂux (black) and AE burst amplitude
(red) with respect to bursting time for ensembled, deuterium driven AE bursts.
[Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).

FIG. 5. (a.) Ensemble average of the normalized rate of change of the global neutron ﬂux with the dashed area representing the QSH regime of Ns < 1.2. (b.) Line
cuts of the ensembled neutron ﬂux rate as a function of the normalized secondary
tearing mode amplitude for the QSH (~b=jBj ¼ 6:7%) and MH (~b=jBj ¼ 1:7%)
states. [Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914]
(Ref. 20).

III. TEARING MODE INDUCED TRANSPORT
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FIG. 6. (a) Experimental sﬁ measured via the beam-blip technique on MST (b)
Simulated sﬁ from ORBIT with m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5–16 and m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1–4 modes active
(c) Simulated sﬁ from ORBIT simulations in a SHAx state with only the m ¼ 1,
n ¼ 5 mode active (d) Simulated sﬁ as a function of scaled secondary mode amplitudes from ORBIT simulations with ~b 5 =jBj  7%. [Associate Dataset available at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).

a variety of simulated settings are also plotted in parts (b)–(d).30
Figure 6(b) shows the simulated fast ion loss times throughout the transition to a QSH state in settings that come as
close as possible to mimicking experiment. The simulated
results match those measured and follow the same marked
decrease with the transition from the standard RFP to the
3D-RFP. Figure 6(c) removes all modes with the exception of
the m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5 mode, producing an ideal, single-helical axis
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(SHAx) topology at a high core-resonant mode amplitude.
Compared to the QSH state, the simulated SHAx case results
in drastic improvement of the fast ion confinement.
Therefore, fast ion confinement and transport in the 3D-RFP
strongly depends on the role of the secondary modes. Part
(d) of Fig. 6 presents sfi as a function of the scaled secondary
mode amplitudes at a fixed normalized core-resonant amplitude of 7%. This represents the transition from an ideal SHAx
state to QSH and serves to quantify the degree at which the
secondary modes take over. At the slightest presence of secondary modes (30% of their experimental values), we find a
rapid convergence to severe QSH-like losses.
The fast ions still observe some degree of de-coupling from
the standard RFP’s magnetic stochasticity. Figure 7 presents
 plots for 25 keV deuterium ions at
toroidally projected Poincare
varying levels of the helical perturbation. Part (a) represents a
typical MH state with strong fast ion confinement. The welldefined fast ion phase-space structures near the core demonstrate reduced fast ion transport despite the presence of large
magnetic stochasticity. With the growth in the n ¼ 5 tearing
mode, however, the n ¼ 5 fast ion island grows, as shown in parts
(b) and (c). At a large core-resonant amplitude, the fast ion
phase-space structures near the core, representing the particle
conservation, erode and, ultimately, disappear. The growth in
the n ¼ 5 tearing mode results in a slight reduction in fast ion
confinement as particles are more easily transported outward
by the larger island width. In the QSH state, secondary modes
greatly enhance the transport due to their additional, significant
overlap, resulting in considerable losses. Naturally, this appears
to be a form of Rechester-Rosenbluth like transport where the
magnetic chaos has propagated to fast ion phase-space.31
Further transport studies are ongoing to identify the character~ 2 scaling.
istic D  b

IV. NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT
The hypothesis that the helical RFP possesses similar neoclassical transport to that of an unoptimized stellarator proved
to be incorrect. Helically trapped superbanana orbits may occur
in the QSH state, but little radial transport occurs due to the
RFP’s well-natured guiding center drifts.8 While the perturbation
levels reach a maximum of approximately 7%–8%, the equilibrium field still dominates the particle drifts. In that regard, the

FIG. 7. Fast ion Poincare phase-space plots produced with ORBIT for 25 keV deuterium ions at normalized core tearing mode amplitudes of (a) 0.8% (b) 4.3% (c) 7.5%. Parts
(a)–(c), respectively represent MH, transitional, and QSH states. [Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).
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grad-B drift is the strongest in the RFP and is normal to the flux
surfaces everywhere, meaning that any helically trapped particle
will not undergo outward drifts. ORBIT was used to further
probe for any trace of neoclassical transport effects on the fast
ion population.
Volume averaged diffusion coefficients found analogous to
those of Gobbin et al. lacked the 1/ dependence created from
superbanana orbits.11,16 Figure 8 shows ORBIT calculated diffusivity in a SHAx state. The computed diffusivity depicted in Fig.
8 monotonically increases with collisionality, eventually reaching the classical limit, Dcl ¼ q2 , where q is the Larmor radius.
While the presence of the large m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5 mode allows for helical trapping of fast ions and the existence of superbanana orbits,
their effect appears to be lacking. While performing these
ORBIT runs with added secondary modes in a QSH state, the
fast ion injection surface became stochastic and greatly complicates the diffusion calculation. Work is ongoing to remedy this
problem, but this further illustrates the impact of the secondary
tearing modes on fast ion phase-space.
Figure 9(a) pictures the magnetic contours in a QSH topology. The overplotted white lines demarcate a field line trace.
The breaking of the toroidal symmetry clearly presents itself in
the bands of high-low field strength. The contours qualitatively
resemble that of an unoptimized stellarator.32 Part (b) of Fig. 9
plots the normalized magnetic field strength for the above plotted field line for a number of toroidal transits. Toroidal magnetic
wells exist that allow for low-pitch fast ions to become helically
trapped and result in superbanana orbits.33 As mentioned previously, however, the RFP’s guiding-center drifts are along flux
~  0 and little radial transport.11,34
surfaces, resulting in hv~d  rwi
Thus, one may argue that the helical RFP acts more akin to an
omnigenous stellarator in which collisionless trapped trajectories are confined.31,34–37
FIG. 9. (a) Contour plot of the magnetic ﬁeld amplitude in a QSH topology with
~b=jBj ¼ 7:0% and all modes present at mid-radius. The white lines denote a ﬁeld line
trace. (b) Magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld normalized to the ﬁeld on axis for the above
ﬁeld line trace in the presence of all tearing modes and only the m ¼ 1, n ¼ 5 mode.
[Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).

FIG. 8. ORBIT calculated diffusivity as a function of collisionality, , normalized to toroidal
transit time, stor, for fast deuterium and hydrogen ions and thermal deuterons in a SHAxlike topology consisting of only the m ¼ 1 and n ¼ 5 modes at ~b 5 =jBj ¼ 7:3%.
[Associate Dataset available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2547914] (Ref. 20).
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The resultant breaking in the toroidal canonical momentum
given in Eq. (1) should occur with the presence of superbanana
orbits. An ORBIT simulation with 4000 25 keV deuterium test
particles was conducted in a QSH topology with collisions
turned off. The simulation was performed for two particle
groups with different initial conditions. The first group contained particles that replicated MST’s NBI deposition and pitchdistribution. The second group was a random Monte-Carlo
placement of particles that allowed for the possibility of initial
low-pitch fast ions. The toroidal canonical angular momentum
was calculated for each particle as a function of time, and the
fraction of particles with conserved p/ is shown in Fig. 10 as a
function of scaled secondary tearing modes.
While the breaking of p/ occurs weakly for the emergence
of the secondary modes, the presence of the lower-pitch fast
ions provides the greatest impact on p/ conservation. The
low-pitch particles can become trapped in the magnetic wells of

26, 022502-6
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FIG. 10. Fraction of 25 keV deuterium ions with conserved p/ as a function of
scaled secondary tearing mode amplitudes as measured in ORBIT simulations. The
“NBI” labeled data represents a simulated deposition of particles mimicking that of
MST’s NBI. The “Monte-Carlo”
labeled data represent particles initially seeded
n
o
wp
vk
within the domain:
v 2 ½0:01; 1:0; w ðaÞ 2 ½0:1; 1:0; h 2 ½0; 2p; / ¼ 0 .

scitation.org/journal/php

loss time measurements and confirms substantial fast ion losses
in the 3D-RFP. Corroborating ORBIT simulations illustrate that
growth in the dominant n ¼ 5 tearing mode coupled with remnant secondary modes are to blame. The helical RFP qualitatively
resembles an unoptimized stellarator at first glance, but the
well-natured guiding center drifts result in weak neoclassical
enhancement to particle transport. In this regard, the QSH state
acts as an omnigenous stellarator, where superbanana orbits
may be present but have no detrimental effects on confinement.
Overall, while thermal particles experience a reduction in
stochasticity and improved confinement, fast ions experience
the opposite. Examination into fast ion transport in relation to
n instabilities, tearing mode effects, and neoclassical effects
Alfve
was performed. Remnant tearing mode induced fast ion phasespace stochasticity governs the fast ion confinement more so
than trapped particle effects. While this presents an obstacle in
the utilization of the QSH regime in a fusion scheme, the secondary mode strengths decrease with Lundquist number scaling, lessening their impact, and may present a consistent
scenario for ignition provided the tearing instability falls fast
enough with S.39,40
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Fig. 9(b) and undergo superbanana orbits with non-conserved
p/. Performing a direct orbit trajectory identification on the fast
ion guiding-center trajectories discovered the existence of
superbanana and banana orbits in the Monte-Carlo initialized
particles much more frequently than in the NBI ions, as one
expects. While the NBI simulated particles are of a higher-pitch,
i.e., co-passing, and experience less neoclassical effects, they
are still lost quickly due to the presence of the secondary tearing
modes discussed in Sec. III. Thus, the occurrence of helically
trapped particles is possible, but, as shown in Fig. 8, they bear no
impact on fast ion confinement. The superbanana particles are
more likely to be lost through pitch-angle scattering and poloidally drifting out of the magnetic well to co-passing orbits and
succumbing to the stochastic fast ion phase-space presented in
Fig. 7.15,34,38

V. CONCLUSION
In summary, 3D modeling of the helical equilibria and
n continua demonstrate that the frequency shift and radial
Alfve
displacement of energetic particle instabilities are a direct consequence of the evolving equilibrium itself. By mapping FIR
n
coherence measurements onto STELLGAP produced Alfve
n instabilities may procontinua, energetic particle driven Alfve
vide information on the development of the magnetic geometry.
The bursting modes have no role in global particle transport,
though. Neutron flux and neutral particle analysis measurements support the disappearance of the bursting modes in the
QSH state and infer fast ion losses. More so, the neutron signals
demonstrate that the fast ions respond more strongly to the
secondary tearing modes in the QSH state than the MH state.
The beam-blip technique provided direct experimental fast ion
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